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Magnetic nanotubes are predicted to host magnetic domains and domain walls with a topology
different from that for flat elements[1, 2]. Compared to cylindrical nanowires, reports on magnetism of isolated metallic nanotubes are scarce
and so far no material has given rise to welldefined magnetic domains. Here we report the
fabrication of high-aspect ratio CoNiB nanotubes
by electroless plating inside a porous template.
Through imaging, we evidenced multiple magnetic domains and domain walls in these nanotubes. Surprisingly, magnetization in the domains is orthoradial (azimuthal, vortex-like), a
situation not anticipated by theory for long nanotubes. The material is therefore technologically
appealing for a dense 3D magnetic device such as
the racetrack memory[3] (based on shifting magnetic walls), as flux-closure domains should efficiently prevent cross-talk related to internal dipolar fields. Further, we show tuning of a growthinduced anisotropy and thus of the magnetic state
of the tube by annealing.
In nanomagnetism and spintronics, magnetic domain
wall (DW) motion has been considered mainly in flat
strips prepared by lithography[4, 5]. However, magnetic nanotubes and cylindrical nanowires fabricated in
vertical arrays by bottom-up methods are more suitable for a design of 3D devices containing a large
amount of elements. After decades of experiments
on cylindrical nanowire arrays, the focus is now shifting to single-nanowire physics based on transport[6],
magnetometry[7], and imaging[8] involving the first experimental confirmations of DWs[9, 10]. These wires
could provide a model situation for DW motion under
magnetic field[11] or spin-polarized current[12].
Magnetic nanotubes, less exploited in comparison to
the simple nanowire geometry, have been reported mainly
in the context of biomedicine[13] and catalysis[14], while
their individual magnetic properties have been largely
overlooked. Yet theory and simulations predict similar
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physics of DWs in nanotubes compared to cylindrical
nanowires[15, 16], including DW motion without Walker
instabilities[17]. Their potential for new physics and devices is also higher than that of nanowires. Indeed, their
magnetic properties can be tuned by changing the tube
wall thickness, and more complex architectures can be
prepared based on core-shell structures[18], analogous
to multilayers in 2D spintronics. Besides, curvaturerelated effects have also been predicted such as an effective Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction[2] or the nonreciprocity of spin-wave propagation[19]. Last but not
least, unlike in case of nanowires, no magnetic singularities (Bloch points) can be present on the tube axis [15],
which facilitates the numerical modelling.
In the case of tubes, the main bottleneck lies in the
development and reliable fabrication of magnetic materials with suitable structural quality. Several fabrication methods exist, mostly utilizing templates, i.e. filling nanopores or coating nanopillars. Electroplating can
yield tubes with diameters as small as 25 nm[20] and
good material quality, but wire-vs-tube growth instabilities occur[21]. Atomic layer deposition[22] provides a
great control over the tube wall thickness, but the resulting material, oxide, is quite granular and magnetically imperfect[18]. Single magnetic structures prepared
by rolling thin sheets (micrometric diameters)[23] or a
physical deposition on vertical hexagonal pillars[24] have
been recently investigated. The geometry is however not
a pure tube for the former, while the latter cannot be
up-scaled to a dense array due to shadowing effects.
Here we present (Co80 Ni20 )B nanotubes prepared by
conformal electroless plating[14, 25] as detailed in the
Methods. This technique provides good control over the
tube wall thickness, diameters down to 50 nm[26], and
high quality material. After discussing briefly the tube
microstructure, we first detail the imaging of magnetic
domains and DWs in our tubes, then we identify the
DW configuration based on a comparison with simulations. Later we discuss the anisotropy giving rise to the
observed domains (and walls). Further, we show that we
can tune the anisotropy and thus the magnetic state of
these tubes by annealing, making them a versatile building block unlocking new physics and devices based on
nanotubes.
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In this work we consider tubes with diameter
300−400 nm, length 30 µm and tube wall thickness
approximately 30 nm. The tubes are nanocrystalline
(Fig. 1a,b) with a complex microstructure (Fig. 1c,d):
1-2 nm thick boundaries rich in lighter elements (oxygen detected, probably also boron is concentrated here),
separate 10 nm grains, themselves displaying an internal
structure at the scale of 2 nm (more in Supplementary II
A-B). Similar microstructure, with macrograins embedded in a boron-rich matrix, has been already reported in
case of NiB nanoparticles[27].
a)

b)

dependent dichroic X-ray transmission through the sample.
Fig. 2a displays an XMCD-PEEM image of two orthogonal tubes. Surprisingly, the magnetic contrast is
insignificant for the tube aligned parallel to the X-ray
beam direction, while being maximum when the beam
is transverse to the tube axis. This shows that magnetization is not axial as expected from theory for long
soft magnetic tubes[16], but it is perpendicular to the
tube axis. Examination of the shadow reveals an inversion of contrast for X-rays having gone through the top
and bottom parts of the tube (Fig. 2b), whereas uniform
transverse magnetization would give rise to a monopolar contrast[28]. This proves that magnetization is not
a)
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Fig. 1. Structure of electroless-deposited CoNiB nanotubes. a) Transmission electron microscopy image of a
nanocrystalline CoNiB tube and b) corresponding selected
area (240 nm in diameter) electron diffraction pattern showing diffusive rings originating from nanograins with all possible crystallographic orientations. c) Closer look on the grains
with scanning transmission electron microscopy in bright and
d) dark field (Z contrast, heavier elements appear brighter).
e) Scanning electron microscopy image of the whole tube.

In order to image magnetic domains and DWs in the
tubes, we use X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism - PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy (XMCD-PEEM). This
photon-in, electron-out technique maps the component
of magnetization parallel to the X-ray beam propagation
direction. We use the so-called shadow geometry on single (isolated) tubes dispersed on a doped Si substrate, as
pioneered by Kimling et al.[18] and further developed in
our group[28]. This method provides information about
magnetization both on the tube surface and in the tube
volume. The latter is inferred from the photoelectron signal in the tube shadow, which reflects the magnetization-

Fig. 2. Magnetic orthoradial flux-closure domains. a)
XMCD-PEEM (Co-L3 edge) image of two orthogonal tubes.
The tube along the beam (top) gives rise to almost zero contrast, whereas strong contrast is observed for the tube perpendicular to the beam, revealing domains with orthoradial
magnetization. The grey line in the shadow close to the rim
comes from oxidation of the inner tube surface (nonmagnetic).
The inset shows a non-magnetic photoemission electron microscopy image of the tubes. b) Scheme with the orthoradial
magnetization and XMCD-PEEM contrast corresponding to a
line profile of an orthoradial domain marked by a blue, dashed
line in a). Note that in the experiment the tubes lie on the
substrate and only part of the shadow can be observed; further the scheme is valid only for L3 edges of 3d metals. Sometimes contrast inversion can be seen also in the tube area as
detailed in[28].

uniformly transverse in the tubes but orthoradial, curling around the tube axis. Similar contrast patterns have
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been reported for curling in nanowires[8, 10]. Note that
the tube is multidomain: the sense (sign) of the circulation of the flux-closure alternates along the tube axis.
Such tubes would be of interest for devices like racetrack
memory (Fig. 3) as flux-closure domains reduce the interaction between neighbouring elements.
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Additionally, we study how the magnetization behaves
between the adjacent orthoradial domains. This information, namely the DW type and structure, is the key to determine the ability of a DW to be displaced by magnetic
field and more important by spin-transfer torques[29]. A
simple view of DWs between orthoradial domains can be
obtained by imagining the tube unrolled into a flat strip.
Two successive orthoradial domains with opposite circulation turn into a thin film with in-plane magnetization
and a 180◦ DW parallel to magnetization in the domains
(Supplementary Fig. 6). As was noticed by Sun[16],
we may expect DWs of Bloch (radial magnetization) or
Néel type (axial magnetization), named in analogy to
thin films.
In order to determine the DW configuration, we probed
the tubes with X-ray beam both along and perpendicular to their axis and compared experimental images with
a numerical modelling based on micromagnetic simulations and XMCD-PEEM post-processing (see Methods).
No XMCD contrast is seen with the beam parallel to the
tubes, from which we exclude Néel DWs (axial magnetization). Therefore, DWs should be of the Bloch type.
This is consistent with the images for the beam now perpendicular to the tube axis, which display a tilted domain boundary on the tube itself (Fig. 4a,b). The tilt
is caused by magnetization in the Bloch DW changing
direction from parallel to antiparallel to the X-ray beam
when going from the front to the back side of the tube
surface. In majority of the cases, the tilt is in the same
direction. This together with the alternation of the domains implies that the neighbouring Bloch walls have
opposite polarity - radial magnetization pointing inwards
or outwards (Supplementary III C). An additional magnetic flux-closure would thus appear between neighbour-
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Fig. 3. Scheme of tubular racetracks. Bits of information
are coded by orthoradial domains with opposite circulation of
magnetization. Flux-closure domains significantly reduce the
stray field and thus the cross-talk in a dense array of tubes in
a potential memory device.
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Fig. 4. Domain walls between flux-closure domains. a)
Experimental XMCD-PEEM with the beam perpendicular to
the tube featuring 5 orthoradial domains, the red rectangle
highlights an area with one domain wall. We compare this
DW to a simulated contrast for b) Bloch and c) Néel walls.
Schematic tube cross-sections below the simulations show the
magnetization in domains and the domain wall (in the middle
of the tube) respectively. Note that in the experiment part of
the shadow is covered by the structure itself.

ing DWs.
For the magnetic racetrack, ideal DWs should not have
a net magnetic charge. First, this would reduce the interaction among elements in densely-packed arrays. Second,
it is expected that DWs with no net charge are narrower.
While our Bloch walls do have some dipolar charge, they
are quite narrow compared to Néel walls (Supplementary
Fig. 6) and DWs in between domains with longitudinal
(axial) magnetization.
Let us now turn to the reason for orthoradial magnetization. We find very similar domains following either ACfield demagnetization along the transverse direction, or
saturation along the tube axis. Therefore the orthoradial
curling seems to be the ground state for this material and
geometry. Recently, Wyss and coworkers[24] observed
with XMCD-PEEM CoFeB and NiFe nanotubes (around
300 nm in diameter, 30 nm tube wall thickness, formed by
sputtering on semiconducting nanowires with a hexagonal cross-section). They found the curling (global vortex )
only for tubes shorter than 1-2 µm (our tubes have 2030 µm); longer tubes displayed axial magnetization with
the curling only at the tube ends as expected from the
theory[16]. Similarly, our tubes should display axial magnetization (Supplementary III A). Therefore we argue
that an additional contribution, magnetic anisotropy, has
to be present to promote alignment of magnetization in
the orthoradial direction.
We determined experimentally the strength of the
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anisotropy field promoting the orthoradial magnetization. We used scanning transmission X-ray microscopy
under external magnetic field to image the magnetic state
of single tubes; around 25 mT were required to bring
the magnetization from orthoradial to axial. This corresponds to an effective anisotropy constant of 10 kJ/m3
(Supplementary IV B). Hysteresis loops obtained by
magnetometry on both arrays of tubes still in a template and on single tubes on a Si substrate provide very
similar values (Supplementary II C). This suggests that
the anisotropy originates from the growth itself, and is
not caused by liberating the tubes from the matrix or
laying them on the substrate.
As regards the microscopic reason for the anisotropy,
we can rule out a magneto-crystalline contribution, because of the nanocrystalline nature of the material (see
Fig. 1a,b). Possible scenarios include inter-grain surface
magnetic anisotropy and magneto-elastic coupling (inverse magnetostriction) associated with a curvaturerelated anisotropy effects lifting the degeneracy between
the orthoradial and axial directions. Both phenomena
may provide an anisotropic contribution to magnetic energy due to anisotropic strain, or an anisotropic grain
size or shape. In both cases, the anisotropy values are
compatible with the experiment (Supplementary IV C).
For comparison we also considered nanocrystalline
tubes with very similar geometry but from (Ni80 Fe20 )B.
These proved to be axially magnetized (Supplementary V). The difference between the two materials is
the strength of the magnetostriction, which is sizeable and negative for (Co80 Ni20 )B[30] (also Supplementary Tab. I), and nearly vanishing and positive for
(Ni80 Fe20 )B[30].
In order to investigate the role of the granular structure or the strain in the observed orthoradial anisotropy,
we annealed the tubes at various temperatures and examined their magnetization state after cooling to room
temperature. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the XMCD contrast associated with the orthoradial domains becomes
weaker and finally disappears with the increasing annealing temperature. Orthoradial magnetization persists
only at the ends of some tubes (e.g. Fig. 5, left tube), as
expected from the locally high demagnetizing field[16].
We attribute the loss of the contrast to a gradual rotation of magnetization towards the axial direction (more
in Supplementary VI B). The final weak uniform contrast is determined by the close-to-perpendicular direction of longitudinal magnetization with respect to the
beam direction. Note that the degree of the transformation is not the same for all tubes for a given temperature
(Fig. 5), possibly due to a slightly different tube wall
thickness. Moreover, above 450◦ C some tubes exhibit
defects - mainly holes (Supplementary Fig. 10). These
imperfections translate also into inhomogeneities in the
magnetic configuration.
The expected reduction of strain and the grain growth
upon annealing are both consistent with the reduction of
the orthoradial anisotropy.

(300 ± 50) ◦ C

(350 ± 50) ◦ C

(400 ± 50) ◦ C

(500 ± 50) ◦ C
Fig. 5. Changing the magnetic anisotropy upon gradual annealing of the tubes. XMCD-PEEM images (same
contrast range [-13%..13%]) of the same tubes after annealing
at increasing temperature. All images are taken after cooling
down to room temperature. X-ray beam arrives close to perpendicular to the tube axis as indicated by the arrow. With
the increasing annealing temperature, the orthoradial magnetization pattern becomes weaker and gradually disappears,
persisting only close to the tube extremity (end curling). The
degree of the transformation is not the same for both tubes,
probably due to a different tube wall thickness. After remagnetization along the tube axis (bottom image), both tubes
display close to uniform contrast in the shadow, a sign of
magnetization pointing along the tube axis. The contrast
(bottom image) is weak due to a very small component of the
magnetization along the beam.

In conclusion, we synthesized nanocrystalline CoNiB
nanotubes by electroless plating in porous templates.
Magnetic imaging revealed series of well-defined domains
with orthoradial magnetization separated by Bloch-type
walls. The orthoradial anisotropy may originate from
the growth-induced strain and/or grain shape, while its
strength can be tailored through annealing or material
composition. This new material offers a versatile playground to search for the peculiar physics of spin-waves
and domain-wall motion predicted in magnetic nanotubes. In terms of technology, flux-closure domains generate weak and very short-ranged stray fields, while being separated by narrow (Bloch-like) domain walls. Such
tubes are therefore more promising than wires with axial magnetization to serve in the 3D racetrack memory
due to reduced dipolar cross-talk in a dense array and
for a good vertical packing density. More generally, the
development of a 3D spintronics based on core-shell nanotubes, as a counterpart of multilayer thin-film technology,
may be at hand.

5
METHODS
Sample preparation

Fabrication. CoNiB tubes were prepared by electroless deposition inside porous ion track-etched polycarbonate membranes (lab-made, Supplementary I B) with
an average pore diameter around 300 nm and length 30
microns.
At first, the porous template is sensitized with a SnCl2
solution and activated with a PdCl2 solution[25]. After
three cycles of sensitization plus activation, the template
is washed with ethanol and water, then immersed in the
electroless plating bath for 20 min at room temperature.
The NiCo aqueous plating solution consists of 100 mM
NiSO4 · 7H2 O, 30 mM CoSO4 · 7H2 O, 100 mM sodium citrate dihydrate, and 100 mM dimethylamine borane. Further information can be found in Supplementary I A-C.
Preparation for measurements. After the deposition, washing and drying of the template, the metallic
film deposited on the top and bottom surfaces of the polymeric template is removed by a gentle mechanic polishing
using a sand paper. For measurements requiring single
(isolated) tubes, the polycarbonate template is dissolved
in dichloromethane and the tubes are rinsed several times
with the same solvent. Depending on the measurement
technique, the tubes are dispersed either on a doped Si
substrate with alignment marks (for XMCD-PEEM or focused magnetooptics/Kerr), or on a Cu grid with a thin
lacey carbon film (for transmission electron microscopies)
or on a 100 nm-thick SiN membrane (for scanning transmission X-ray microscopy).

The spatial resolution is around 30-40 nm for the magnetic imaging. The magnetic field was applied in situ
using a dedicated sample cartridge with a coil below the
sample. Due to the collection of electrons, the technique
is implemented under ultra-high vacuum.

Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM)

This technique relies on the transmission of circularly
polarized X-rays through a thin sample that must be
placed on a thin, X-ray transparent substrate (100 nmthick SiN membrane in our case). The X-ray beam is
focused by diffractive Fresnel zone plate optics to a spot
of 30 nm. Scanning by the sample (on piezo-stage) is
performed in order to construct an image, pixel by pixel.
Magnetic imaging relies again on XMCD at Co-L3 . The
contrast is very similar to the one obtained with XMCDPEEM in the shadow. However, as this technique involves only photons, imaging under significant magnetic
field is possible. We used STXM to obtain images of
CoNiB under increasing axial magnetic field to extract
the strength of the anisotropy field related to the orthoradial anisotropy. The magnetic field is applied thanks to
a set of 4 permanent magnets whose orientation is controlled by motors. The setup enables application of magnetic field up to 200 mT. The imaging was conducted under primary vacuum (imaging under secondary vacuum
or even atmospheric pressure is possible).
More information on both techniques can be found
in a review by Fisher & Ohldag[33] or book by
Stöhr & Siegmann[34].

X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism microscopies

Annealing

X-ray PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy
(X-PEEM)

The in-situ annealing was performed under ultra-high
vacuum, however in a chamber distinct from the XPEEM microscope chamber. We ramped the temperature to the desired value, keeping it at least for 30 min
(except for the first one, 300◦ C - only 10 min), and then
we cooled the sample down to room temperature. The
annealing was repeated several times with gradual increase in the target annealing temperature. The imaging
was performed after each annealing step. The temperature control was not very precise as we used a small
current-heated filament below the sample. The temperature was estimated based on previous and similar filament heating experiments, and on a comparison with annealing of twin samples in more controlled environment.
This also implies a rather large uncertainty of ±50 ◦ C.

X-PEEM[31, 32] was used for all tube images featured in the main text. The sample is irradiated with
a monochromatic X-ray beam arriving 16◦ from the substrate plane, with illumination size of several tens of microns. Excited photoelectrons are collected by PEEM
from both sample surface and shadow area on the substrate (the latter arising from X-rays partially transmitted through the sample)[18]. Thanks to the grazing incidence of the beam, the resolution in the shadow is increased roughly by a factor of 3.6 (1/sin 16◦ ) along the
beam direction. The energy of photons is tuned to the L3
absorption edge of cobalt (around 778 eV). Circular magnetic dichroism, a difference in absorption of circularly
left and circularly right polarized X-rays, leads to a difference in the photoelectron yield. The resulting contrast
is related to the projection of magnetization along the
beam direction. In the shadow area, which reflects volumic information integrated along the photon path, the
situation is more complex and may require modelling[28].

Simulations

For the micromagnetic simulations we used
FeeLLGood[35, 36], a home-built code based on
a temporal integration of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
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equation in a finite-element scheme, i.e., using tetrahedra
as elementary cells. First, we compute the micromagnetic configuration of nanotubes with two opposite
orthoradial domains separated by either a Bloch-like
or Néel-like DW. The initial state for these DWs is
pure radial (Bloch-like wall) and axial (Néel-like wall)
magnetization between the domains. The simulated
distributions of magnetization were later post-processed
to model shadow XMCD-PEEM contrast[28].
For computational reasons and for the sake of qualitative comparison, we simulated nanotubes with smaller diameter than the experimentally-investigated ones. This
implies the use of higher effective anisotropy than in the
experiment to stabilize the orthoradial magnetization.
No qualitative difference is expected for larger tubes this was checked for tubes with diameter 120 nm and tube
wall thickness 30 nm (Supplementary Fig. 6).
The micromagnetic simulation parameters follow:
spontaneous induction µ0 Ms = 1.0 T (1.0 ± 0.2 T determined from magnetometry on the electroless CoNiB thin
films deposited on a flat Si substrate), and exchange stiffness A = 13 pJ/m. Geometrical parameters: tube diameter 50 nm (smaller than experiment), tube wall thickness
10 nm, length 400 nm (magnetic charges at tube ends re-

moved - mimicking very long tube), and the tetrahedron
size was 3 nm or smaller.
The orthoradial anisotropy is imposed by defining the
axial direction as a hard axis with an uniaxial anisotropy
constant. K = −50 kJ/m3 and K = −100 kJ/m3
were used for Néel-like DW and Bloch-like DW, respectively. The value deduced from the experiment on
larger tubes (diameter around 300 nm) is of the order
of −10 kJ/m3 (determined from an equivalent anisotropy
field extracted from STXM under field on single tubes,
magnetometry on sparse array of tubes as well as focused
Kerr on individual tubes - see Supplementary II C, IV B).
Shadow-XMCD contrast arising from the relaxed magnetic configuration was derived using a dedicated modelling and a numerical implementation[28]. Having performed the experiment at Co-L3 edge, we assume the Xray linear absorption coefficients µ to be those for pure
cobalt multiplied by the atomic fraction of cobalt in the
tube material. We disregard the boron influence and also
suppose that Ni absorption at the Co-L3 edge is negligible
as we are well below the Ni-L absorption edges. Namely
we used µ+ = 0.038 nm−1 and µ− = 0.064 nm−1 for two
opposite circular polarizations of the X-ray beam (data
for pure elements extracted from Nakajima’s work[37]).
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